The latest News Around Us in Mar #9
New Poll Shows Americans' Changing Opinions on Biden, Putin, Zelensky
Jake Thomas - Newsweek
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Americans' perceptions of Russia's and Ukraine's leaders have changed significantly
since the beginning of the conflict in Ukraine two weeks ago, according to a new poll.
But perceptions of their own president shifted only slightly.
As Russia's invasion of Ukraine continues to dominate headlines, a
new Economist/YouGov Poll released Thursday reveals how the conflict is shaping
Americans' opinions of the three leaders. The poll found that Americans hold
Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky in high regard while an increasing minority
view his Russian counterpart, Vladimir Putin, as "weak" and ever more see him as a
threat. President Joe Biden also saw a modest bump after months of declining
approval.
"The share of Americans who view Zelensky favorably has doubled in a couple of
weeks, with little change to the share who view him unfavorably,” reads a YouGov
news release.
The poll of 1,500 adults, conducted between March 5 and March 8, found that 60
percent of Americans view Zelensky "very favorable” or "somewhat favorable.” Just
17 percent viewed him unfavorably.
The positive perception of the pro-western Ukrainian leader among Americans is up
considerably since before the conflict broke out. A similar poll conducted between
February 19 and February 22 (before Russia invaded) found that 30 percent of
Americans viewed him favorably. Over half didn't have an opinion.
"Though Zelensky is well-liked by many Americans, few expect him to hold onto his
presidency for long,” reads a press release describing the poll's results.

Roughly a third of Americans say Zelensky will be president in a year, about the same
for those who think he won't. Those who are unsure made up 38 percent.
"American opinion on Putin has been negative for some time, leaving little room for it
to get worse,” reads the statement from YouGov. "Yet Russian forces' actions that
have killed civilians and prevented civilian evacuation may have hurt Putin's standing
among Americans further.”
Over two-thirds of Americans say Putin is guilty of war crimes and is deliberately
striking civilian areas. Additionally, 68 percent of Americans now view Putin as a
"very serious threat,” up from 60 percent from a poll taken before the conflict.
Americans also now see Putin as a weaker leader. The poll found 69 percent of
Americans saw Putin as a "very strong" or "somewhat strong” leader, down from 78
percent before the invasion. Now, nearly a third of Americans see him as "somewhat
weak” or "very weak,” up from about a quarter before the war.
The poll, however, found less dramatic changes in how Americans see their president.
Now, 42 percent of Americans approve of Biden's handling of foreign policy, up
from 37 percent in late January.
Forty-four percent of Americans now either "strongly approve" or "somewhat
approve” of Biden's handling of Russia and Ukraine, according to the poll. That's an
increase from 42 percent found by an earlier poll.
The percentage of Americans who see Biden as a strong leader or are confident of his
ability to handle an international crisis has barely budged. Just 33 percent are
confident in Biden's ability, and 44 percent see him as a strong leader, both an
increase of two percentage points from February 26.
Just 42 percent of Americans approve of Biden's foreign policy, an increase from 41
percent from an earlier poll.
"While Americans' views of leaders of other countries can be subject to rapid
changes—as they can be based on less exposure, and are less tied to U.S. party
politics—Americans' views of Biden are more stable,” reads a YouGov statement.
"But small positive shifts toward Biden on a few questions suggest at least some
Americans are thinking more positively about him as a result of his handling of the
war in Ukraine.”
However, YouGov noted that despite the uptick in Americans holding a positive view
of Biden, a majority still disapprove of his leadership.

A man who used his dog's feces to paint a portrait of Vladimir Putin says he's
donating the profits to Ukrainian refugees
Maria Noyen (mnoyen@insider.com) - Insider
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British artist Dominic Murphy painted a portrait of President Vladimir Putin with his
dog's poop. He says a portion of the profits of prints he's selling of the original
painting will go to Ukraine.
"It's quite an immature idea,” Murphy told Insider. "But it did the trick.”
A British artist used his dog's feces to paint a portrait of Russian President Vladimir
Putin. Now, he says he's received offers as high as $3,900 for the original artwork.
Dominic Murphy, who told Insider he's worked as a professional artist for 20 years,
said he came up with the idea to paint a portrait of Putin out of poop after feeling like
he needed to do something to raise money for refugees of the Ukraine-Russia conflict.
"I started it because out of anger really, I thought how could I get my frustration out
of this,” Murphy, 58, told Insider. "It's quite an immature idea but it did the trick and
I decided I would donate money to Ukraine and do some prints.”
Murphy, who is based in Welwyn Garden City in the UK, said painting "dark stuff”
like President Putin out of poop is a "bit left-field” for him because his usual subject
matter is "delicate watercolors of Alice and Wonderland and such like.”

Dominic Murphy Dominic Murphy and his painting of Putin, made out of dog poo.
Dominic Murphy
"It's not my usual style,” he said. "I have a very good friend who's Polish and he does
a lot of charity work so I've gotten a lot of information from him. But generally, it was
that feeling of frustration of watching it all on telly and not being able to do
anything.”
In order to source the unique materials for the painting, Murphy said he didn't have
to look any further afield than droppings left by his family dog Sibyl in the garden.
"My thought process was basically what is the worst thing I could use as paint, and I
thought maybe sick, but it's obvious, it's got to be poo,” Murphy said. "I've got a
studio in the garden and my wife said can you come down and clear up some of the
poo because the dog had pooed in the garden, and I thought, 'Hm, I've got a
ready-made paint there.”

Dominic Murphy Murphy's dog Sibyl provided the materials for the painting. Dominic
Murphy
Murphy said the experience of making the painting "wasn't very pleasant," but to
make the process more tolerable, he wore a mask and mixed the feces in with mud
and PVA Glue to water it down.
"I varnished it about 30 times afterward so you can't actually smell it,” he added. The
result is a portrait of President Putin the artist titled "Poo-tin's a S---.”
If he was 20 years younger, Murphy said, he would travel to Ukraine to help the
military resist the Russian invasion in person. "But I think I'm a bit of a liability now
because I'm 58, I'd be a bit more trouble than it's worth,” he added.
Prints of the original poop-based painting are currently priced at £40, or around $52,
and he said he's been able to sell around eight per day so far. On his website, Murphy
said he's will donate a minimum of £20, around $26, to UNICEF's work supporting
refugees in Ukraine.
The original piece was sold for £150, or around $196, at his local market, which
Murphy said he has some regret about because he's since gotten offers as high as
£3,000, or around $3,940, for it.
"I wish I hadn't because I've had much higher offers since then,” he said. "But it's still
good and I don't really want to make any profit out of misery so I'm giving as much of
the money as I can to Ukraine.”

Tesla and Elon Musk Make Major New Gestures to Ukraine
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If investors have learned one thing about Elon Musk, it's that he rarely gives up. The
Tesla chief executive is never so determined as when you doubt him.
He takes pleasure in showing his detractors that they were wrong and seems to take
equal pleasure in soaking up the adoration and admiration that his fans have for him.
Both of those points have been at work since the electric-car tycoon was asked by the
Ukrainian authorities to help the country stay on the internet after Russia's Feb. 24
invasion of the country.
Not only did Musk respond favorably to the request, but he went on to actively
support the Ukrainians.
"Hold Strong Ukraine," he tweeted on March 4.
https://twitter.com/elonmusk/status/1499917894767063043
Musk also spoke by video with the Ukrainian president, Volodymyr Zelenskyy, and
made promises for the post-war period, according to a post by Zelenskyy.
"Talked to @elonmusk. I'm grateful to him for supporting Ukraine with words and
deeds," Zelenskyy wrote on Twitter on March 5.
"Next week we will receive another batch of Starlink systems for destroyed cities.
Discussed possible space projects. But I'll talk about this after the war.”
A Big Surprise for Ukrainians
Zelenskyy, who was referring to the Starlink satellite internet service offered by
Musk's SpaceX, didn't provide more details.
https://twitter.com/ZelenskyyUa/status/1500246977086373891
The top diplomats from Ukraine and Russia on Thursday failed to reach agreement
on a cease-fire or even to ease the worsening humanitarian crisis in Ukraine. That

dashed any hope that Russia might soon pull back from the two-week-old conflict,
which has killed hundreds and displaced millions.
It is an understatement to say that Musk has become something of a hero for
Ukrainians. And he just made two new announcements that will no doubt reinforce
that status.
Related video: Elon Musks says Biden administration ignores Tesla, wants seat at the
table (CNBC)

Elon Musks says Biden administration ignores Tesla, wants seat at the table.
To Ukrainian Vice Prime Minister Mykhailo Fedorov -- who on Wednesday thanked
Musk for sending additional Starlink terminals to enable remote and damaged
Ukrainian cities to keep access to the Internet -- the Tesla CEO made an unexpected
announcement.
"Received the second shipment of Starlink stations! @elonmusk keeps his word!'
Fedorov wrote. "Thank you for supporting Ukraine and peace in the entire world!”
https://twitter.com/FedorovMykhailo/status/1501648932824301570
To which Musk replied that:
"You're welcome.” And he went on to say that: "We have also sent power adapters for
car cigarette lighters, solar/battery packs and generators for places where electricity
is not available.”
https://twitter.com/elonmusk/status/1501676656867614720
Tesla to Pay Conscripted Ukrainian Employees
Starlink, the first consumer product from Musk's SpaceX company, is high-speed
internet powered by a network of thousands of small low-orbit satellites.
It enables residents of areas poorly served by the fixed and mobile networks of
telecom operators to access the Internet. The thousands of small satellites circulate in
low orbit -- mainly 342 miles or 550 kilometers above Earth.
The system also needs ground stations all around the globe communicating with the
satellites.
Musk did not stop there. Tesla and he just made an equally important move.

Tesla has undertaken to pay its Ukrainian employees for as long as three months if
they are conscripted to fight the Russians.
Ukrainian employees of the electric-vehicle maker based in the
Europe-Mideast-Africa region will receive at least three months' salary if called upon
to defend their country, according to an email sent by the company to employees on
Monday.
After three months, Tesla intends to reassess the situation with the employees in
question to determine what their needs are.
"For any Tesla employees who is a Ukrainian national and has been asked to return
to Ukraine for active duty as a reservist, we will maintain their employment and
salary for 3 months, with a view to assessing after this period as needed,” wrote
Mariam Khalifa, director of people for the EMEA region, and Joe Ward Sr, director
for EMEA.
If Tesla does not have a presence in Ukraine, the company says 5,000 Tesla car
owners are there.
"Tesla emailed local owners announcing that several supercharger stations near
Ukraine could be used by Tesla and non-Tesla electric vehicles, free of charge,” the
company said.
"Although Tesla does not officially operate within Ukraine, any of the country's
estimated 5,000 Tesla owners can access free supercharging at select stations in
Poland, Hungary [and] Slovakia.”
CNBC was the first media outlet to report this latest information.

Russia's struggling military is leaving Putin with only terrifying options in Ukraine
Sam Fellman (sfellman@businessinsider.com) - Business Insider
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Experts believe Putin's once-feared military may have overreached in Ukraine.
Faced with trying to take large cities, Putin has only bad choices involving mass
casualties.
One expert said Russia probably can't capture Kyiv, but could still flatten it.
This hasn't been the war Vladimir Putin hoped. Two weeks after Russia's
authoritarian president ordered an invasion, Ukraine continues to hold its largest
cities.
Russian armored vehicles and tanks are being picked off by US-made missiles and
Turkish drones, as demoralized Russian troops desert, or pillage supermarkets for
food. Russia's until recently vaunted Aerospace Forces is, at best, MIA. Ukrainians
are defiant.
But there are growing signs that Europe's biggest land war since 1945 is entering a
much more deadly phase as battle nears major cities. Russian forces appear to be
regrouping amid an attempt to get a stranglehold on the country's capitol of Kyiv.
Experts increasingly believe Putin's military, once regarded as among the world's
most powerful, in fact lacks the troop strength and combat effectiveness to seize and
control Kyiv, one of Europe's largest cities, let alone the entire country against the
strong resistance Ukraine is mounting.
That leaves Russia's strongman with fraught options: Retreat, suffer heavy losses in
urban fighting, or resort to total destruction.
"I'm highly skeptical of them actually being able to secure Kyiv,” Jeffrey Edmonds, an
expert on the Russian military with the Arlington, Va.-based research organization
CNA, told Insider.
"They can level it, which is what their preferred technique is. It remains to be seen if
they try to actually control the city street by street or if they just level it in the hopes
that the Ukrainians give up.”
The US estimates that 2,000 to 4,000 Russian troops have died so far — roughly
equal to the total number of US troops killed in its 20-year war in Afghanistan.
If Russia continues its invasion, Putin faces the prospect of a deadly quagmire similar
to the invasion of Afghanistan that contributed to the collapse of the Soviet Union. Or
he risks inflicting mass casualties on the Ukrainians with whom he's pledged
fraternity, calling them and Russians "one people.”
Russia's currency is cratering amid a global backlash, as its top officials show few
signs of backing off. They insist the invasion of Ukraine on three sides is a "special
military operation” and have banned Russian media from calling it a war.
In this bind, the specter of European cities bombed beyond comprehension, clouds of
chemical weapons or the blast of a tactical nuke, are no longer unthinkable, albeit
unlikely.

Defence Intelligence of Ukraine
Ukraine destroyed Russian tanks that had bunched up on the outskirts of Kyiv, a
battle captured by an overhead drone. Defence Intelligence of Ukraine
'They tried to win quickly and cheaply’
After its months-long military build-up of over 160,000 troops, Russia's initial
offensive was perplexing. Troops moved in small groups rather than in combat
formations which could have effectively seized territory and defended themselves.
Russian air support was non-existent, and little artillery was coordinated to aid their
advance. Troops outran their own logistics support. Russia used main roads to
advance and created its own miles-long traffic jam.
This invasion force seemed focused on a lightning strike to take the country's largest
cities and kill or capture its elected leader, President Volodymyr Zelenskyy. From
embattled Kyiv, Zelenskyy has rallied his nation and much of the world to his cause.
"I don't think they can control the entire country, what I think they're trying to do is
control certain key objectives like Kyiv and Kharkiv, Mariupol," Edmonds said in a
Wednesday phone interview.
"That seems to be the overarching plan here is to seize the center of gravity, which is
Kyiv. Replace the political structure and have the rest of the resistance fall apart.”
But Russian stumbles and a resolute Ukrainian force parried that lightning strike.
"The Russian failure is driven by the fact that they're attempting to conduct a
full-scale invasion without the mil operation that it would require, thinking they can
avoid most of the fighting,” Michael Kofman, an Russian military expert also at CNA,
said on Twitter after the first four days of war.

In another tweet he said that "It seems they tried to win quickly and cheaply via
thunder runs.”

That effort, which he called "shambolic,” has continued as Russia's numerically
superior force tries to encircle the capital.
One drone video shows a gaggle of Russian tanks on an avenue on Kyiv's outskirts
that get attacked. Rob Lee, a former Marine and senior fellow at the Foreign Policy
Research Institute, said on Twitter that Russian troops displayed "very poor tactics”
by inadvertently bunching so many tanks within range of Ukrainian indirect fire like
tanks and artillery.
That's the big challenge for the Russians, coming into the city. Ben Wallace
The ensuing battle of Kyiv is likely to reveal the Russian military's true colors.
Russian soldiers who enter the capital will face an entrenched and well armed enemy
without the air power they need. Tanks will be crippled, crews captured. Infantry and
fighting vehicles will need to coordinate their movements in a way that have not done
yet in this war if they hope to defeat ambushes, evade snipers and thwart petrol bombs
from multiple directions in a dense cityscape like Kyiv.
When asked about Russia's chances here, Edmonds, the military expert, recalled his
days as a US Army tanker at the outset of the Iraq war.
"Think about Iraq, we hardly used tanks at all. I drove around the city in a Humvee
without doors in 2003, and then we went into up-armored things. The idea being, you
flood the city. Tanks didn't have much of a role there.”
Fighting well in a city requires not only coordination, command and control, and air
power, but also a lot of practice via the kind of urban war games that Russia hasn't
routinely done.
Edmonds said they mostly train to fight NATO, and in open spaces. And even a highly
trained force still runs the risk of heavy casualties, a point made by another Western
veteran closely following the conflict.

"That's the big challenge for the Russians, coming into the city,” Ben Wallace, the UK
defense secretary who is a British Army veteran, said in an interview with "BBC
Breakfast” that aired on March 2.
"That's where everyone from civilians throwing Molotov cocktails to soldiers with
anti-tank weapons can inflict very serious damage onto armed forces.
"I was a former soldier — we always accepted [that] the casualty rates in cities and
urban areas was very, very high.”
Which brings us to Option B.

Anatolii Stepanov/AFP via Getty Images Smoke rises from a Russian tank destroyed
by the Ukrainian forces on Feb. 26.
'Putin is not going to reverse anything’
Experts use a one-word shorthand to describe it: Grozny.
In 1999, Putin was the head of the FSB security agency, plucked from relative
obscurity to lead Russia. He launched an offensive to recapture the breakaway region
of Chechnya, whose fierce fighters had fought Russian forces to a standstill a few
years before.
Russia heavily outnumbered the Chechen fighters but largely chose to fire on the
Chechen capital of Grozny rather than enter it and face these defenders. Russia
pummeled the city with missiles, thermobaric weapons, bombs and artillery.
One cruise missile struck a central market and killed 140, according to an account by
Geoffrey York, a Globe and Mail correspondent who reported from Grozny.
After four months, Russian forces captured the smoldering city and ended the siege.
An estimated 25,000 civilians were killed. Years later, the UN called Grozny the most
destroyed city on Earth.

He has no sustainable political endgame in the face of what is going to be fierce
resistance from Ukrainians William Burns
In Ukraine, the world has started to see elements of what could become total warfare.
Russia struck a maternity hospital. Its troops shelled apartment buildings
and residential areas. A family fleeing for safety was killed in a mortar strike.
Evidence is mounting that Russia has moved the weaponry it needs to indiscriminately
attack Kyiv, a city of almost three million before Russia's invasion. They
include cluster bombs capable of maiming civilians across wide areas.
There are also thermobaric warheads, useful at killing troops in fortified bunkers,
which unleash blast waves that are longer and much more deadly than conventional
explosives.
CIA Director William Burns said Putin had planned to seize Kyiv within two days.
But his forces were unable even to encircle it in two weeks, causing Burns to describe
Russia as "largely ineffective" against the ferocity and heroism of Ukraine's
defenders.
"I think Putin is angry and frustrated right now,” Burns told the House Select
Intelligence Committee on Tuesday. "He's likely to double down and try to grind
down the Ukrainian military with no regard for civilian casualties.”
But the biggest challenge, Burns continued, is that "he has no sustainable political
endgame in the face of what is going to be fierce resistance from Ukrainians.”
There are even claims that Russia may resort to chemical weapons, as a pressing
debate grows about whether Putin could eventually turn to a tactical nuclear weapon
to force Ukrainians to submit. (When Insider brought up this possibility with
Edmonds, he replied: "Non-zero chance, man.”)
In Kyiv, Putin's attackers are nearing a city intricately connected to its own culture.
Kyiv spawned the thriving civilization of the Kievan Rus from which both modern
Russian and Ukraine trace their lineage.
Kyiv's Saint Sophia Cathedral, with its distinctive 13 golden cupolas, is a UNESCO
heritage site that's stood for over 1,000 years. The area that would become Moscow
was still a forest while Kyiv was a bustling city, as the US embassy in Kyiv
recently noted in a trolling tweet.
But Putin, experts and officials alike worry, has put his chips all-in.
"Putin is not going to reverse anything,” Edmonds said.
"He's going to keep throwing what he can at this in an attempt to get his political
objectives, which I don't think he can get.
"That's why this thing ends poorly.”

China amplifies unsupported Russian claim of Ukraine bio-labs
David Rising - Associated Press (AP)
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BANGKOK (AP) — As Russia intensifies its assault on Ukraine, it is getting a helping
hand from China in spreading inflammatory and unsubstantiated claims that the U.S.
is financing biological weapons labs in Ukraine.
The U.S. has been quick to refute Russia’s conspiracy theory, and the United Nations
has said it has received no information that would back up the claim, but that hasn’t
stopped it from proliferating.
The partnership between the two authoritarian countries, which weeks ago said their
ties had “no limits,” appears aimed at muddying the waters of the rationale for
Russia’s invasion in what American officials have called an “information war” that
some fear could lay the groundwork for a “false-flag” operation.

Associated Press (AP Photo) In an image taken from video, Chinese Foreign Ministry
spokesperson Zhao Lijian speaks during a media briefing Thursday, March 10, 2022,
in Beijing.

China on Thursday said the international community was "highly concerned" about
what it alleged was biological military activities by the U.S., echoing its warring
ally's claim of Washington's illegal chemical weapons development in Ukraine.
China's Foreign Ministry has helped fuel the fire this week, repeating the Russian
claim several times and calling for an investigation.
“This Russian military operation has uncovered the secret of the U.S. labs in Ukraine,
and this is not something that can be dealt with in a perfunctory manner,” ministry
spokesperson Zhao Lijian said Thursday.

Associated Press FILE - Pentagon spokesman John Kirby speaks during a briefing at
the Pentagon in Washington, Wednesday, March 9, 2022. (AP Photo/Manuel Balce
Ceneta, File)
As Russia intensifies its assault on Ukraine, it is getting help from China in spreading
inflammatory and unsubstantiated claims that the U.S. is financing biological
weapons labs in Ukraine.
Kirby called the Russian claim “a bunch of malarkey,” but in testimony to the
Senate Intelligence Committee on Thursday, March 10, 2022, CIA Director William
Burns also noted grave concern that Russia might be laying the groundwork for a
chemical or biological attack of its own.
“It is not something they can muddle through by saying that China's statement and
Russia's finding are disinformation, and are absurd and ridiculous.”
Indeed, Pentagon press secretary John Kirby called the Russian claim “a bunch of
malarkey,” but in testimony to the Senate Intelligence Committee on Thursday, CIA
Director William Burns also noted grave concern that Russia might be laying the
groundwork for a chemical or biological attack of its own, which it would then blame
on the U.S. or Ukraine in a false flag operation.

“This is something, as all of you know very well, is very much a part of Russia's
playbook,” he said.
“They've used these weapons against their own citizens, they've at least encouraged
the use in Syria and elsewhere, so it's something we take very seriously.”
Russia, China and the U.S. are all signatories to international conventions against the
use of chemical or biological weapons, but the international community has assessed
that Russia has used chemical weapons in carrying out assassination attempts against
enemies of President Vladimir Putin.
Russia also supports the Assad government in Syria, which has used chemical
weapons against its people in a decade-long civil war.

Associated Press People stand by TV screens broadcasting the news of Russian
troops that have launched their attack on Ukraine, in Hong Kong Thursday, Feb. 24,
2022. (AP Photo/Vincent Yu, File)
As Russia intensifies its assault on Ukraine, it is getting a helping hand from China in
spreading inflammatory and unsubstantiated claims that the U.S. is financing
biological weapons labs in Ukraine.
Moscow initially claimed that its invading forces had found evidence of hasty attempts
to conceal biological weapons research in Ukraine.
The head of the Russian military’s radiation, chemical and biological protection
troops, Igor Kirillov, doubled down on Thursday, saying that U.S.-sponsored labs in
Kyiv, Kharkiv and Odesa were working on dangerous pathogens custom-designed to
target Russians and other Slavs.
“We can say with a high probability that one of the goals of the United States and its
allies is the creation of bioagents capable to selectively infect various ethnic groups,”
Kirillov said.

Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov made a similar claim Thursday, alleging
that U.S.-directed labs in Ukraine were working to “develop ethnically targeted
biological weapons.”
The U.N. Security Council scheduled a meeting Friday at Russia's request to discuss
Moscow's claim. Olivia Dalton, spokesperson for the U.S. Mission to the U.N., said
the American delegation would not let it become “a venue for promoting their
disinformation.”

Associated Press FILE - Ukrainian servicemen help an elderly woman, in the town of
Irpin, Ukraine, Sunday, March 6, 2022.
Russia’s unsubstantiated theory that the U.S. has been operating biological weapons
labs in Ukraine has been gaining traction in China, where the government has
amplified the claim with its own allegations in an escalation of what American
officials have dubbed an “information war.”
China has been actively promoting the claim, however, with headlines like “Russia
reveals evidence of U.S.-funded bio-program in Ukraine” and “China urges U.S. to
disclose more details about bio-labs in Ukraine” on state-run China Global
Television Network's website.
The Communist Party's Global Times newspaper published a story Thursday with the
headline “US tries to refute ‘rumors’ about its bio-labs in Ukraine, but can we
believe it?”

Associated Press FILE - Gutted cars following a night air raid in the village of Bushiv,
40 kilometers west of Kyiv, Ukraine, Friday, March 4, 2022.
Russia’s unsubstantiated theory that the U.S. has been operating biological weapons
labs in Ukraine has been gaining traction in China, where the government has
amplified the claim with its own allegations in an escalation of what American
officials have dubbed an “information war.”
A nearly three-minute video of a Russian Defense Ministry news conference repeating
the allegations has been viewed more than 10 million times on Sina Weibo, a popular
Chinese social media platform akin to Twitter, and liked more than 90,000 times.
China-Russia relationship amid Ukraine attacks
Following years of anti-U.S. rhetoric from Communist Party leaders and the
state-controlled media, many Chinese are convinced the U.S. cannot be trusted and
that the West is on the decline while seeking to contain China’s rise.
The claim has also picked up traction with far-right groups and media in the U.S.
China is broadly seen as taking Russia’s side in the conflict, most conspicuously in
refusing to refer to it as a war or an invasion in keeping with Moscow’s usage.
It has also toed Russia's line on the root causes of the conflict, pointing to NATO's
eastward expansion and a failure to acknowledge Russia’s “legitimate security
concerns.”
At the same time, it is also seeking to avoid fully casting its lot in with Russia as
Belarus has, seeking to present itself as merely a concerned third party.
China has abstained on U.N. votes censuring Russia and has criticized economic
sanctions against it. It has expressed its support for peace talks and offered its
services as a mediator, despite having little experience in such a role and questions
about its neutrality.

Associated Press FILE - Refugees wait in a crowd for transportation after fleeing
from the Ukraine and arriving at the border crossing in Medyka, Poland, Monday,
March 7, 2022.
Russia’s unsubstantiated theory that the U.S. has been operating biological weapons
labs in Ukraine has been gaining traction in China, where the government has
amplified the claim with its own allegations in an escalation of what American
officials have dubbed an “information war.”
Chinese officials have also said Washington shouldn't be able to complain about
Russia's actions because the U.S. invaded Iraq under false pretenses, maintaining it
had evidence Saddam Hussein was stockpiling weapons of mass destruction though
none was ever found.
China has also used the opportunity to repeat its claim that the U.S. created the
virus that causes COVID-19 at a lab in Fort Detrick in Maryland, which it first
floated in an apparent attempt to deflect American claims from then-U.S. President
Donald Trump and other senior American officials that the coronavirus originated in
a research laboratory in Wuhan, China.
Two extensive studies released last month point to an animal market in the city as the
likely origin.
“The international community has long been highly concerned about the biological
military activities of the United States," Zhao said in response to a question about
what evidence China had to back up Russia's claims. "What did the U.S. do at the
Fort Detrick base within its territory?"
It is not the first time Russia has spread disinformation about American biological
weapons research.

During the Cold War in the 1980s, Russian intelligence spread the claim that the U.S.
created HIV, the virus that causes AIDS, in a lab. More recently, Russian state media
have promoted theories about dangerous research at labs in Ukraine and Georgia. In
this case, Russia has tried to counter the U.S. Push back by saying that it is Ukraine,
not Russia, that could be preparing a false flag attack.
Russian Defense Ministry spokesperson Maj. Gen. Igor Konashenkov said Wednesday
that Ukrainian “nationalists” have stockpiled about 80 tons of ammonia in Zolochiv
near Kharkiv in preparation for a possible “provocation with toxic agents to accuse
Russia of chemical weapons use.”
Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskyy said the accusation itself was ominous.
“That worries me very much because we have often been convinced that if you want
to know Russia’s plans, they are what Russia accuses others of,” he said in his nightly
address to the nation Thursday.
“I am a reasonable person. The president of a reasonable country and reasonable
people. I am the father of two children,” he said. “And no chemical or any other
weapon of mass destruction has been developed on my land. The whole world knows
this.”
In his testimony to the Senate panel, Burns said the U.S. strategy in the current
conflict of declassifying and publicly releasing what is known about false narratives
and possible Russian false-flag operations has paid dividends so far.
“I think we have had a great deal of effect in disrupting their tactics and their
calculations and demonstrating to the entire world that this is a premeditated and
unprovoked aggression built on a body of lies and false narratives,” Burns said.
"This is one information war that I think Putin is losing.”

Canadian Sniper, an Afghanistan War Veteran, Leaves Family to Help Ukraine
Daniel Villarreal - Newsweek
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A Canadian sniper left his computer programmer job, his wife and year-old son to
cross the Ukrainian border at night and fight Russian invaders alongside other
foreign volunteers.
The 40-year-old—identified only as "Wali" to protect his family's safety—is one of
more than 20,000 foreign-born fighters who answered Ukrainian President
Volodymyr Zelensky's call to fight Russia as part of Ukraine's International Legion of
Territorial Defense, according to the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC).
"I know, it's just awful. But me, in my head, when I see the images of destruction in
Ukraine, it is my son that I see, in danger and who is suffering,” Wali told the French
publication La Presse. "When I see a destroyed building, it is the person who owns it,
who sees his pension fund go up in smoke, that I see.”
Wali, who is capable of killing a person with a rifle from more than 2 miles away,
served with the Royal Canadian Infantry's 22nd Regiment in Kandahar during the
war in Afghanistan between 2009 and 2011, according to The Independent. He also
volunteered to fight alongside Kurdish forces to combat the Islamic State militant
group (ISIS) in Iraq in 2015.
When he left for Ukraine, the only combat equipment he had was a backpack, a gas
mask, a ghillie suit (a camouflage suit typically used by snipers), binoculars and his
combat jacket from Afghanistan, La Presse reported.
"I want to help [the Ukrainians]. It's as simple as that,” he told the CBC. "I have to
help because there are people here being bombarded just because they want to be
European and not Russian.”
Wali took the trip with three other former Canadian soldiers. Crossing from Poland
into Ukraine on March 2, they saw Ukrainian refugees already fleeing toward the
border checkpoint, crowding inside of numerous buses and walking in the cold while
bundled in winter clothes, he told the CBC.
Upon finally meeting the Ukrainian forces, they greeted his group with hugs,
handshakes and Ukrainian flags. "They were so happy to have us,” he told CBC. "It's
like we were friends right away.”
He soon sheltered with other British and Canadian veterans inside a renovated home.
In the days that followed, he found himself grabbing anti-tank missiles in a warehouse,
stocking up on oil and fuel to make Molotov cocktails and buying amateur drones to
help with surveillance, La Presse reported.
He told the publication that Russia's unique style of warfare levels cities with
extensive cannon and artillery fire before bringing in infantry ground troops. As such,
he said he'd have to "brush up...on how to shoot down a chopper or a tank.”
Wali said he's "not very keen on the idea of   shooting the Russians,” according
to The Guardian. As Christians and Europeans, he said he felt a "certain affinity” for
Russians, adding, "I don't hate them.”

He is one of more than 20,000 people from 52 countries who have volunteered to
assist the country's foreign legion, according to Ukrainian Foreign Minister Dmytro
Kuleba.
While the Canadian government has advised its citizens to avoid all travel to Ukraine,
Canadian Foreign Minister Mélanie Joly said that her country's citizens may join
Ukraine's forces as an "individual choice,” the CBC reported.
Ukraine has offered its volunteer forces the chance to wear a Ukrainian uniform and
secure citizenship. This helps ensure that volunteer soldiers are treated more
humanely under the Geneva Conventions of war if captured by Russian forces, Tyler
Wentzell, a doctoral candidate of law at the University of Toronto Faculty of Law
who studied the foreign fighters and the legal responses to them, told the CBC.
Newsweek contacted the Ukrainian Embassy in Washington, D.C., for comment.

2 super-yachts worth a total of $1 billion that are owned by Russian oligarch
Roman Abramovich head east after he receives sanctions
Kate Duffy (kduffy@insider.com) - Business Insider
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Roman Abramovich, owner of Chelsea FC, next to his superyacht called Eclipse.
Alexander Hassenstein Russian billionaire Roman Abramovich's two superyachts are moving eastwards after
he was sanctioned. It's unclear where Solaris and Eclipse, worth a total of $1 billion,
are sailing to.
Abramovich was sanctioned by the UK on Thursday, meaning his assets were frozen.
Two superyachts belonging to Russian oligarch Roman Abramovich are heading east
after the UK hit the billionaire with sanctions on Thursday.

Among the sanctions imposed on him, the UK government said Abramovich's assets
were frozen, meaning his yachts and private jets are at risk of seizure.
Abramovich's 460-foot vessel, Solaris, was located just off the east coast of Italy on
Friday, according to ship-tracking site Marine Traffic. It had left a shipyard in
Barcelona, Spain, on Tuesday, where it had been docked since late 2021 for repairs,
per Reuters.
It's unclear where Solaris is sailing to. Marine Traffic says the destination of its port
isn't recognized. Solaris has a price tag of $600 million, according to SuperYacht
Fan.
Meanwhile, Abramovich's 533-foot yacht, Eclipse, has been cruising eastwards from
St. Martin in the Caribbean since February 21, Marine Traffic data shows. The boat,
costing $700 million, per SuperYacht Fan, was located near the west coast of Africa
on Friday, Marine Traffic said.

Russian oligarch Roman Abramovich wants to sell his $3 billion English soccer club,
and several Americans are rumored to be interested. Getty/Alexander Hassenstein
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One of the first to express an interest in buying Chelsea following Abramovich's
announcement was the Swiss billionaire Hansjörg Wyss."I can well imagine joining
Chelsea with partners,” he said.
"But I certainly don't do something like that alone.”Wyss, 86, is the founder of the
medical-device manufacturer Synthes USA, which he sold to Johnson & Johnson in
2012.
A well-known philanthropist, Wyss has a foundation that provides funding to
conservation and education. Wyss is worth $5.1 billion, Forbes estimated.
Similarly to Solaris, there is no destination port for Eclipse listed on Marine Traffic's
website so it's unclear where the superyacht is going to dock next. Together, the
yachts cost more than $1 billion.
Following the invasion of Ukraine, sanctioned Russian oligarchs such as Abramovich
have sought to move their yachts and private jets across the world in an attempt to
protect their assets.
Abramovich, who has a net worth of $13.7 billion, according to Bloomberg's
Billionaire Index, is the owner of Chelsea FC. He had announced last week that he
was selling the club but the UK's sanctions mean he can't go ahead with the sale.
US Military Arctic Training Sends Message to Russians
Alex J. Rouhandeh - Newsweek

As Ukrainian forces fight through near-freezing temperatures against Russian forces,
roughly 1,000 American troops are carrying out arctic training drills at the Joint
Base Elmendorf–Richardson military facility in Anchorage, Alaska.
U.S. Military Prepares For Arctic Edge 2022
The troops, which include members of the U.S. National Guard, Army, and Navy,
have been in the northernmost state since February 28 and will stay there until March
17, when the U.S. Northern Command's (USNORTHCOM) ARCTIC EDGE training
program reaches its conclusion.
While ARCTIC EDGE exercises have been offered every two years by USNORCOM
since 2018, this year's training comes at a time when combat in arctic climates seem
more plausible than in the past.
Last summer the U.S. military left the arid, generally warm country of Afghanistan, a
sign of America's focus shifting away from the Middle East. As the nation has
centered its activities around dealing with other great powers as opposed to terrorists,
the environment of potential battles has also changed.
Mark Cancian, a former colonel with the U.S. Marine Corps Reserve and a senior
adviser with the Center for Strategic and International Studies' (CSIS) International
Security Program, told Newsweek that ARCTIC EDGE comes at a convenient time for
the country, as America must consider the possibility of having to do battle in Ukraine
or Russia.
"I think there's no question that it sends a message to the Russians,” he
told Newsweek. "The reason we're up there is because the Russians are up there. If
they weren't up there, we wouldn't be up there.”
The environment of war can often play a decisive role in which forces come out ahead.
Cancian points to what happened to the British and French forces in Norway during
World War II as an example.
At the beginning of the war, Germany had taken territory in Norway, so Britain and
France elected to support the country by sending in their forces. They opted to deploy
them at the city of Narvik, one of its northernmost cities.
"It was a debacle,” Cancian said. "The troops weren't prepared. They were cold, they
were wet, they were miserable, they were poorly supplied, and the whole thing was a
total debacle.”
"People point to that as an example of how you have to have the troops trained for
operating in that kind of environment if they're going to be effective,” he added.
Sable Brown, a U.S. Air Force captain and public affairs officer with
USNORTHCOM, told Newsweek that ARCTIC EDGE provides the nation with "a
layer of defense.” As the U.S. continues to assess its military priorities, Brown said
there are are "already some considerations” to expand the size of ARCTIC EDGE in
2024, preparing more U.S. troops for any arctic defense situation that could be
presented in the future.

"Being able to deploy our forces and prepare forces to go from somewhere, such as
Florida, and be able to deploy anywhere, including these austere arctic conditions, is
a very important set of skills and set of planning to have for homeland defense,”
Brown said.
She noted that the training includes military members from across the country, but
emphasized that units from southeastern states, like Florida and South Carolina, have
much to gain through "overcoming challenges” associated with the arctic climate.
"Something in South Carolina like spilling water from a canteen on your glove is so
mundane down there,” Brown told Newsweek, "but up here that can get you severe
frostbite.”
Brown emphasized that this arctic training goes well beyond routine drills.
"They're doing everything they need to do, and understand how to do it, so that they
can be ready for a real world situation,” she said. "We're exercising that capability to
be able to respond to a threat.”

Photo by Staff Sgt. Anthony Bryant/Defense Visual Information Distribution Service
Green Berets assigned to 19th Special Forces Group (Airborne) traverse tundra on
snowmobile in support of Exercise ARCTIC EDGE 2022 near Utqiaġvik, Alaska,
March 4, 2022.
AE22 is a U.S. Northern Command (USNORTHCOM) exercise scheduled every two
years, first taking place in 2018. Arctic exercises have been conducted in Alaska for
the past five decades under different names such as JACK FROST and BRIM FROST.
Note: The appearance of U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) visual information does
not imply or constitute DoD endorsement.

Zelensky says Ukraine has 'reached a strategic turning point' in its fight against
Russia
Dylan Stableford - Yahoo! News

Yahoo! News
Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky on Friday urged the people of his nation to
be patient as they continue to defend their country against Russia's military invasion,
which has now entered its 16th day.
"I know that many people have started to feel tired. I understand. Impatient. I
understand,” Zelensky said in a video posted online.
"This is life. When we mobilize, when we see our victories and the loss of the enemy
on the battlefield, we expect the struggle to end sooner. We expect the invaders to fall
faster. But this is life, this is war. This is a struggle. Time is still needed. Patience is
still needed.”
A defiant Zelensky insisted Ukraine will prevail despite reports of Russian forces
striking near airports in the western part of Ukraine for the first time while its troops
were attempting to encircle the Ukrainian capital, Kyiv.
"It is impossible to say for how many more days we must liberate our Ukrainian land.
But it is possible to say we will do it,” Zelensky said, according to an English
translation of his remarks by Ukraine's U.N. mission. "Because we have already
reached a strategic turning point. We are already moving toward our goal, toward
our victory.”
"This is a patriotic war against an obstinate enemy which doesn't pay attention to
thousands of their own soldiers dead,” he added.
Zelensky's comments came as Russian forces continued their siege on Mariupol,
where civilians have now been without water, electricity and heat for more than a
week.

"This is a humanitarian catastrophe,” Zelensky said. "Humanitarian catastrophe —
two words that have become fully synonymous with the other two words: the Russian
Federation.”
On Wednesday, Ukrainian officials said a Russian airstrike had destroyed a
children's hospital and maternity ward in the city. The attack was widely condemned
by world leaders, including Vice President Kamala Harris, who said the U.S. would
work with its allies to investigate Russia for possible war crimes.
President Biden spoke with Zelensky on Friday morning before announcing new U.S.
sanctions against Russia, including a ban imports of Russian alcohol, seafood and
diamonds.

Yahoo! News Zelensky says Ukraine has 'reached a strategic turning point' in its fight
against Russia.
Ukrainian Defense Minister Oleksii Reznikov said on Friday that Russian forces
invading Ukraine have killed more Ukrainian civilians than soldiers.
At least 549 Ukrainian civilians, including 41 children, have been killed, according to
the United Nations. But the agency believes the actual death toll is likely much higher.
According to the U.N., more than 2.5 million refugees have fled Ukraine since Feb.
24, when Russia's invasion began.
Zelensky implored those who have stayed to "hold on.”
"Be sure to fight. Be sure to give your all strength,” he said. "It will not be easy with
such a neighbor. But with us, it will not be easy too.”

Madison Cawthorn Lectured by Republican on Senate Floor After Calling Zelensky
a 'Thug'
Jack Dutton - Newsweek

Pete Marovich/Getty
After Rep. Madison Cawthorn (R-North Carolina) called Ukrainian President
Volodymyr Zelensky a "thug" and "evil" in a video that surfaced earlier this week,
Senator Joni Ernst (R-IA) gave her colleague a lecture on the Russia-Ukraine war.
A video of Cawthorn was published on Thursday by WRAL, in which the North
Carolina lawmaker was seen insulting Ukraine's leader, breaking his only party line.
"Remember that Zelensky is a thug,” Cawthorn said in the 13-second video clip.
"Remember that the Ukrainian government is incredibly corrupt and is incredibly evil
and has been pushing woke ideologies.”
Republican Senator Joni Ernst addressed Cawthorn on Thursday in the Senate,
recalling her time in Ukraine in 1989, two years before it became an independent
state and broke away from the Soviet Union.
Ernst said she met with a group of farmers there. "The first question they asked 'what
is like to be American' and 'what is like to be free?' They wanted to be free at that time.
They were a fledgling democracy. They became a free nation in 1991 and they have
been fighting ever since.”
She said if anyone believes that any country is free of corruption they "are kidding
ourselves."
"The Ukrainians want to be free, they have been fighting for this for the past 30 years
and to just hand them over to an actual murderous thug called Vladimir Putin, is the
wrong thing to do,” Ernst added.
"So to my colleague in the house, I would push back and say it's not Ukraine that is
invading Russia, it is Russia that is invading Ukraine.”
Newsweek has contacted Cawthorn for comment.
White House Deputy Chief of Staff Karl Rove mentioned Cawthorn's Ukraine remarks
in a Wall Street Journal article on Wednesday, saying that the Republican lawmaker
made them during a town hall in in Asheville, North Carolina, on Saturday.

Cawthorn's comments go against the bi-partisan support for Ukraine from Congress.
Both Republican party leaders in Congress and the Senate have voiced their support
for Zelensky.
Later on Thursday, after the controversial video surfaced, Cawthorn took
to Twitter to distance himself from those comments, calling Russian President
Vladimir Putin's invasion "disgusting." "I am praying for Ukraine and the Ukrainian
people,” he added.
However Cawthorn didn't hold back on Zelensky, accusing him of promoting
misinformation before posting a link to a conservative blog with examples, including
a story of Ukrainians on Snake Island who were believed to have been killed in a
February 24 Russian attack ”
Russian declared an invasion of Ukraine on February 24. A U.S. official estimated on
Wednesday that between 5,000 and 6,000 Russian troops may have been killed in just
the first two weeks of the fighting, according to the Associated Press.
The official also said that 2,000 to 4,000 Ukrainian troops are believed to have died
in the war. The person, who remained anonymous, said that the numbers were
difficult to assess in real time.
Captured Russian Pilot Says He Was Ordered to Hit Civilian Targets
Brendan Cole - Newsweek
Video of a Russian pilot apparently admitting he had been ordered to bomb a civilian
target has been widely shown on Ukrainian media.

A screengrab of a press conference of captured Russian pilot, Krishtop Maxim, saying
that he had been ordered to target a residential building in Ukraine. He asked for the
forgiveness of the Ukrainian people.

During a press conference streamed by Interfax Ukraine, the pilot, who gave his
name as Maxim Krishtop, described how he had learned of his orders, which he
carried out before being shot down on March 6 and captured by Ukrainian forces.
Russian Airstrikes Hit Kindergarten, Homes, Shoe Factory In Dnipro, Ukraine
"In the process of completing the task, I realized that the target was not enemy
military facilities, but residential buildings, peaceful people.
"But I carried out the criminal order,” said Krishtop, a lieutenant colonel and deputy
commander of the 47th Aviation Regiment, adding that he was shot down by
Ukraine's air defense system and taken prisoner.
He said he carried out three bombing missions in Ukraine, some of which involved
deploying FAB-500— Soviet-era air-dropped bombs with a high-explosive warhead.
Pilot Asks for Forgiveness
"I recognize the enormity of the crimes committed by me. I want to ask forgiveness
from the entire Ukrainian people for the misfortune that we brought them," he said.
"I will do everything in my power to end this war as quickly as possible, and bring
those responsible for this genocide of Ukrainians to justice."
"I also urge all military personnel of the Russian Federation to stop carrying out
military crimes against the peaceful people of Ukraine. " He concluded by saying: "I
think we have already lost this war.” Krishtop appeared in a lineup of three Russian
officers Ukraine claims to have captured and who were brought to speak to the
media.
Moscow has accused Kyiv of mistreating prisoners and has said that those of its
personnel who have publicly rejected the mission are speaking under duress, a claim
Ukraine has rejected. The press conference comes amid numerous reports of low
morale among Russian military staff and anecdotes of how many believed they were
duped into fighting in Ukraine.
Last week, unverified video showed a Russian prisoner of war claiming that Russia's
military were shooting their own wounded. Other videos circulated by Ukrainian
authorities apparently show Russian soldiers tearfully regretting their presence in the
conflict.
Last week, video shared on social media appeared to show a Russian soldier
complaining that he and his colleagues had been abandoned as "cannon fodder” by
their superiors.
While some of the videos posted by the Ukrainian Security Service are aimed at
increasing Russian opposition to the war, they have raised ethical issues.
"You may not publish pictures of prisoners of war where they can be recognized,”
said Marco Sassoli, a professor of international law at the University of Geneva, told
CBC.

The Geneva Convention says prisoners must be "treated with dignity and not exposed
to public curiosity—like circulating images on social media.”
Trudeau hits Russian oligarch Abramovich with Canada's new wave of sanctions
Andy Blatchford - Politico
OTTAWA, Ont. — Canada is imposing new sanctions on dozens of military entities in
Russia and five individuals close to President Vladimir Putin, including oligarch
Roman Abramovich.
“[We’re] demonstrating clear and deep consequences for Putin and those who have
enabled his regime,” Prime Minister Justin Trudeau told reporters in Warsaw,
Poland, on Friday as he announced the measures.
Trudeau, who completed a six-day European tour Friday, added that Canada and its
allies are looking for more ways to push back against Russia over its invasion of
Ukraine.
The individuals targeted will no longer be able to profit or benefit from business
dealings in Canada. They will also have their assets frozen.
Abramovich, the billionaire owner of Britain’s Chelsea soccer club, owns a stake in
the Evraz steelmaker, which has a North American subsidiary that employs 1,800
people in Canada and 1,400 in the United States.
“We are obviously going to watch carefully, but we are confident that this will not
impact the hard-working Canadians who are doing good work in companies across
the country, including that one,” said Trudeau, who added that Abramovich has a
stake of just under 30 percent in Evraz.
In addition to Abramovich, the Canadian slapped measures on Russian billionaire
Alisher Usmanov, Ella Pamfilova, chair of Russia’s Central Election Commission,
Elena Morozova, who presided over the trial of jailed Russian opposition leader
Alexei Navalny, and Igor Yanchuk, who heads the police department that arrested
Navalny.
Trudeau also announced new restrictions on 32 military entities in Russia, actions
that will prevent them from receiving Canadian equipment or supplies.
The moves are Canada's latest effort to strike back at Putin for the war in Ukraine.
In recent weeks, the Trudeau government has also fired off volleys of
sanctions against Putin himself, members of his inner circle, Russian lawmakers and
figures in the Belarusian regime.
Canada’s announcement Friday came a day after the United Kingdom sanctioned
Abramovich and six other Russian oligarchs. Earlier Friday, Evraz announced the
resignation of every member of its 10-person board of directors after the
U.K.’s suspension of trading of the company’s shares on the London Stock Exchange.

“EVRAZ is deeply concerned and saddened by the Ukraine-Russia conflict and hopes
that a peaceful resolution will be found soon,” the company said in a statement.
The British government’s official announcement Thursday said Evraz “is or has been
involved in providing financial services, or making available funds, economic
resources, goods or technology that could contribute to destabilising Ukraine or
undermining or threatening the territorial integrity, sovereignty or independence of
Ukraine.”
The notice also said the company could potentially be supplying steel to the Russian
military which may have been used in the production of tanks.
Later Friday, the Canadian government took additional steps to try to isolate Russia.
In a statement, Industry Minister François-Philippe Champagne asked Canadian
research and science organizations that are run by the government or receive federal
funding to avoid entering into agreements with Russian research institutions.
Champagne specifically instructed Canada's three research granting agencies — the
Canadian Institutes of Health Research, the Natural Sciences and Engineering
Research Council of Canada, and the Social Sciences and Humanities Research
Council of Canada — to stay away from any deals with Russian organizations.

The best possible US endgame in Ukraine is not what you may think
Stephen R. Weissman(Opinion contributor) - The Hill

The Hill
In the first days of Russia's invasion of Ukraine, America and its allies reacted
promptly and appropriately, imposing severe economic sanctions on Russia and
expediting military supplies and humanitarian assistance to Ukraine.
Yet it would be foolhardy for U.S. policymakers to assume that simply prolonging
such measures over the next few weeks, months or years will be sufficient to protect
Ukraine's sovereignty or avert risks to other important U.S. moral and geopolitical

However valiant and well-equipped the Ukrainian resistance is, it is impossible to
believe that it will be capable, at least in the short to medium term, of triumphing over
such a powerful and determined foe.
All the more so when one considers Russian President Vladimir Putin's longtime
conviction, shared by many Russian leaders, that his country has an existential
interest in keeping its large Western neighbor out of the West's geopolitical orbit.
Russia is likely to maintain control of large chunks of Ukraine despite painful
economic and military losses.
Consequently, the best, most realistic policy for the U.S. and its allies is to muster
their newly acquired military leverage over Ukraine and economic leverage over
Russia to pursue a negotiated, compromise political settlement. Such an agreement
should preserve the essence of Ukrainian sovereignty, while finding the right words to
assure Russia of what the U.S. and its allies have admitted privately since 2008:
NATO will not admit Ukraine in the foreseeable future.
This political solution would serve a range of U.S. geopolitical and moral interests. It
would uphold Ukraine's basic independence. It would avoid implicating America in a
fight with an uncertain end that could kill thousands or even hundreds of thousands of
people. And it would prevent a purposeful or accidental military confrontation
between the U.S. and the world's second nuclear power.
An important building block for this peace process already exists: the 2015 Minsk 2
agreement. This accord was brokered by France and Germany among Russia, the
Ukrainian government and eastern Ukraine separatists whom Russia supported
following what it viewed as an anti-Russian revolution in Ukraine.
It would have restored Ukraine's sovereignty over the eastern Donbas region while
granting the latter significant autonomy and permitting it to engage in cross-border
cooperation with Russia. The idea was that a Russia-friendly bastion within Ukraine
would informally restrain the country's gravitation toward the West and NATO.
Unfortunately, the accord was not implemented largely because of disagreements
over the sequencing of its provisions. Nevertheless, to this day, the U.S. formally
supports Minsk 2 even though it implies a limit on Ukraine's foreign policy. And
Russia backed it prior to its invasion.
For diplomacy to advance, however, it may be necessary for some U.S. policymakers,
including members of Congress, to abandon the myth that with military help from the
U.S., particularly the CIA, resistance movements often have defeated powerful
governments and foreign invaders.
In late December, Gen. Mark Milley, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, told a
Soviet general that while the Russians could "probably roll over" Ukrainian forces,
that would be followed "by a bloody insurgency similar to the one that led to the
Soviet retreat from Afghanistan more than three decades ago.”

Scholars previously had demolished the general's reference to the CIA's
10-year paramilitary operation in Afghanistan. The decisive factor in the Soviet's
withdrawal was not their military difficulties and the loss of 15,000 lives, but
President Mikhail Gorbachev's political agenda for domestic economic reform,
including cooperation with the West. Yet Putin and Russia's political elite today have
no such reform agenda. And the current conflict is not situated 2,000 miles away from
Russia but squarely on its western border.
Several years ago, according to the New York Times, an internal CIA study concluded
that past attempts to arm resistance movements had had a "minimal impact on the
long-term outcome of the conflict.” President Obama subsequently acknowledged, "I
actually asked the CIA to analyze examples of American financing and supplying
arms to an insurgency in a country that actually worked out well. And they couldn't
come up with much.”
After studying five major CIA paramilitary operations in 1975-76, the Senate's
Church Committee concluded, "On balance ... the evidence points towards the failure
of paramilitary activity as a technique of covert action.”
Since 2011 the U.S. has passed up opportunities to support negotiated political
solutions to conflicts in which it has been engaged in Libya, Syria and Ukraine. Such
compromises, however imperfect, likely would have been far better for all concerned
than the outcomes to date. For example, the war in Ukraine most probably could have
been avoided had the principals - with critical support from the U.S. - implemented
the Minsk 2 accord.
The U.S. is right to fervently oppose Russia's unprovoked attack on a sovereign
country. But it would be politically and morally irresponsible for it to cling to a
historical myth and disdain a possible political solution that satisfies the essential
interests of all concerned and steers them away from a dangerous crossroads.
How Ukrainian Citizens Are Mobilizing to Provide Aid and Supplies in the Fight
Against Russia
Opinion by Olga Tokariuk - Time
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As the Ukrainian armed and territorial defense forces fiercely resist Russian invasion,
so do ordinary civilians across the country.
The bravery of Ukrainian people takes different forms: mass protest rallies with blue
and yellow flags in the cities where Russian forces have already entered, such as
Kherson and Melitopol; unarmed civilians blocking the roads and lying on the ground
in front of Russian tanks; girls throwing Molotov cocktails at Russian military
vehicles from car windows; and even women hitting enemy drones with jars of pickled
tomatoes.
In still-safe parts of Ukraine civilians are uniting to help Ukrainian soldiers and their
fellow countrymen affected by the war.
In the Western Ukraine, the situation is relatively calm. Sirens alerting about possible
airstrikes go off daily, urging people to head to the nearest bomb shelter, but the area
has not yet been affected by fighting.
Locals believe that Russians will have little appetite to invade the Western part of
Ukraine, which has been traditionally opposed to any sort of Russian domination.
Here, after World War Two, insurgency group who supported Ukraine’s
independence fought the Soviet authorities well into the 1950s.
In Chernivtsi, some 600 km (372 miles) south-west from Kyiv and 40 km (25 miles)
from the border with the E.U. and NATO member state Romania, the main impact of
war is an influx of internally displaced people.
Since the start of the invasion, at least 36,000 people arrived in the Chernivtsi region,
which is the smallest in Ukraine, according to local authorities. Among them, 12,000
children.
“These are only those people who reached out to us asking for help with
accommodation. But there are many more who arranged it on their own and who are
not registered,” says Viktoriya Hatrych, director of communications department at
the Chernivtsi regional military administration.
One of the internally displaced people unaccounted for is Maryna Makushchenko, a
journalist and writer who lived in Horenka, on the outskirts of Kyiv. For two days,
she and her family, including five-year-old daughter, had to hide in a bomb shelter as
heavy fighting raged on, with Russian troops attempting to take over nearby Hostomel
military airfield.
“It was very cold in the shelter and we were shivering, but fortunately there were kind
people around. They offered me and my kid hot tea from a thermos,” Maryna recalls.
Finally, on the third day, the family managed to flee to Kyiv and spent the night in a
friend’s apartment in the district of Nyvky, in the western part of the city.

The area was subjected to heavy fighting, so Maryna decided to flee the capital. She
managed to take an overcrowded train to Chernivtsi, the last one before a curfew
lasting the weekend came into effect.
She, her daughter and niece were briefly separated on a train station from Maryna’s
husband and had to leave some bags behind as there was not enough space. Her
husband managed to get on the train, where he spent the 17-hour journey on his feet,
crammed in the corridor with other people while she, her daughter and niece shared
a compartment, which is normally used for four people, with 7 other adults, 5 kids,
three cats and a dog. In Chernivtsi, they found shelter with a friend. Many locals
offered their houses for free to shelter the IDPs.
As elsewhere in western Ukraine, local authorities in Chernivtsi launched a hotline
helping IDPs who didn’t have contacts in the city, and offered municipal property to
coordinate the relief effort.
A main point of coordination was opened in a local youth community center in
downtown Chernivtsi. It provides assistance to those affected by war: internally
displaced people, soldiers on the front line and civilians, stranded in Ukraine’s
war-torn regions, mainly Kyiv and Kharkiv. While the effort is coordinated by public
servants, most of the work is being done by local volunteers.
“We couldn’t remain indifferent to what was happening in the country,” says Svitlana
Oleksiychuk, director of the Chernivtsi youth community center. “In the morning of
February 24, when the news of the Russian invasion broke out, there were just ten
people who work in this office. But within hours, dozens of volunteers knocked on our
door offering help.”
The rumor about a relief coordination center in Chernivtsi has quickly spread and
residents of this 250,000-strong city started to bring all kinds of goods here to donate
to IDPs, the army and those in need in the war zone.
All over across the premises, boxes lie on the floor with food–cabbage, potatoes,
carrots and other long-lasting staples. Other boxes are filled with medicines, badly
needed at the front line and at hospitals in areas under heavy Russian shelling, bags
with warm clothes, blankets, pillows and diapers for internally displaced people and
children.
The place is buzzing with volunteers: some help sorting clothes and linens, others are
glued to their phones and laptops, registering requests for help, yet others load bags
with aid to buses arriving here non-stop. When a siren alerting of a possible air raid
goes off, all of them rush to a bomb shelter nearby, and then return to work when it’s
called off.
Katya Diachynska, 23, is one of the volunteers. An English teacher in Chernivtsi, she
used to come to the youth center for lectures and film screenings before the war.
“When Russia invaded, this was the first place I rushed to, because I knew there
would be people willing to help,” she said.

Nadia Vaskivska, 25, is a university student in Kyiv; her parents live in Chernivtsi.
She returned to her hometown due to war and is currently spending her days helping
to sort clothes and bed linen. “People come here every day, offering help. They bring
clothes, items for children, medicine, foodstuffs… A woman came the other day with
bed linen which she said was her wedding gift. She decided to donate it to IDPs.”
A local resident, who only gave his name as Vova, said he came here after being told
at the army recruitment office they had too many applications from volunteers willing
to fight.
“I went to the recruitment office with my friend on the second day of war. There were
many people, so we had to wait in a line. At last, we were told they had enough
volunteers for now and were only accepting those with military experience. They just
registered our data and let us go,” Vova said.
“So I came here. I am helping to load and carry goods. I am a photographer, but my
conscience doesn’t let me take photos now. I’d rather carry stuff.”
The willingness of Chernivtsi residents to help—and the amount of goods they
donated—was so big that several more locations had to be opened across the city.
“Currently, we are focusing on providing support to Ukrainian soldiers, such as
medicines, dry food, hygiene items,” says Tetyana Sadovnik, head of communications
at the Chernivtsi youth community center.
“Pharmacies here are still open and well stocked, while in Kyiv and Kharkiv there
are shortages of drugs. We also send medicines to children’s hospitals in these
regions.”
According to Sadovnik, most of the humanitarian assistance they receive is from local
residents, but more and more buses carrying aid are coming in recent days from
countries such as Italy, Romania, Bulgaria, and Spain.
“The war will end very soon and we will organize movie screenings and cultural
events once again here,” Tetyana says. “I told all these volunteers: don’t you dare to
ignore our events in the future! All of you who are here now should come back to us
once the war is over.”
It looks like literally everyone is engaged in a volunteer effort to help defend Ukraine,
including young, old and people with disabilities.
Volodymyra, 70, a retired pharmacist with 30 years of experience, has bruises on her
hands from making the camouflage nets: she volunteers and other volunteers make for
Ukrainian soldiers at another location in Chernivtsi. These nets help to hide the
Ukrainian army positions from the enemy.
Next to her, a 7-year-old girl, Mariyka Nyrkova, along with other women from her
family, are making nets. Her father brought them to safety from the war-affected area
of Ukraine, and then returned to fight against Russians.

In yet another location, a Chernivtsi NGO helping people with disabilities brought
them together last week to make Molotov cocktails. “We are the same people as the
others, and we want to be useful for Ukrainian society at this moment because we
want peace,” says Lyubov Svyrydenko, head of Mriya (‘A Dream’), the NGO.
“Our organization was established 28 years ago. Usually we organize events for
people with disabilities to give them visibility. This was another chance to make us
visible.”
Why Molotov cocktails? “We need them for civilian defense of the population,
because the enemy is attacking on all fronts. We do hope there will be no war in
Chernivtsi and we are very worried. But we will do all we can to stop the Russians.”

How Many Tanks Has Russia Lost in Ukraine?
Jack Dutton - Newsweek

Anatolii Stepanov
Russia has lost hundreds of tanks and fighting vehicles in Ukraine since it invaded the
country on February 24, according to Ukraine's Foreign Ministry and a war
monitoring website.
The Kremlin has claimed that Russia's "special military operation" is going well, but
the available numbers tell a different story. The fact that Kherson is the only major
city captured by Russia so far and that it is yet to claim Kyiv, the capital, also
suggests that the war so far has not been successful for Putin's forces.
Although the nature of war makes it hard to get complete accuracy in real time, there
have been a couple of tallies so far.
Ukraine's Ministry of Foreign Affairs said on Friday that Russia had lost 353 tanks,
as well as 60 tanker trucks and 1,165 armored vehicles. The ministry also claimed
that more than 12,000 Russian military personnel have been killed in Ukraine.

The last time the Russian Ministry of Defense reported a death toll was on March 2,
when it said 498 of its troops had been killed in the conflict. Oryx has also provided
numbers. It's a website that monitors the destruction of military equipment through
open-source reports, such as social media, and each loss needs to be backed up with
photographic evidence.
On Friday, Oryx said 184 Russian tanks had been destroyed, damaged, abandoned or
captured. It said the Russian military had lost 110 armored fighting vehicles,161
infantry fighting vehicles and 63 armored personnel carriers. Overall, it claimed
1,091 Russian military vehicles had been lost since the start of the war.
The website said 49 Ukrainian tanks have been destroyed, abandoned or captured
since the start of the war. It said the Ukrainian military had lost 42 armored fighting
vehicles, 36 infantry fighting vehicles and 19 armored personnel carriers. Overall,
Oryx said Ukraine had lost 294 vehicles since the fighting broke out last month.
Newsweek has contacted the Russian Ministry of Foreign Affairs for comment on
Russia's tank losses.
A U.S. official estimated on Wednesday that between 5,000 and 6,000 Russian troops
may have been killed in just the first two weeks of the fighting, according to the
Associated Press. The official also said that 2,000 to 4,000 Ukrainian troops are
believed to have died in the war.
The Ukrainian government claimed on Friday that a third Russian major general,
Andrei Kolesnikov, had been killed in Ukraine. Russia has not commented on the
reports yet.
Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky on Friday said his country had reached a
"strategic turning point” in the war, in a national address. Zelensky recorded the
speech on the streets of Kyiv with the Ukrainian flag in the background.
"It is impossible to say how many days we still have to free Ukrainian land. But we
can say we will do it. For we have already reached a strategic turning point. We are
already moving towards our goal, our victory,” he said.
He defiantly said that Ukrainians would not give Russia "a single piece of this land.”
Russian President Vladimir Putin said on Friday that there had been "positive shifts”
in peace talks with Ukraine.

Mercedes Flags Billions at Risk as Russia Weighs Expropriation
William Wilkes - Bloomberg

Bloomberg
(Bloomberg) -- Mercedes-Benz AG has about 2 billion euros ($2.2 billion) of assets in
Russia that could be at risk if Moscow decides to expropriate the property of foreign
companies that leave the country over its invasion of Ukraine.
The German firm, which is among a growing list of prominent Western brands to
temporarily halt business in Russia, said in its annual report Friday that the prospect
of expropriation presented a risk to the company, even though the overall impact of
the war couldn’t yet be quantified.
The disclosure comes a day after Russia outlined proposed measures to take
temporary control of departing companies where foreign ownership exceeds 25%. If
adopted, Russian courts could freeze the assets, giving the companies the option of
restoring operations or selling their stake.
Among the Mercedes assets at risk is a factory outside Moscow that opened in 2019
with Russian President Vladimir Putin in attendance. The facility, seen as key for
access to lucrative government contracts, employs more than 1,000 people and
produces the E-Class sedan and SUV models. Fitted with robots and other
cutting-edge automation, the factory can produce 20,000 vehicles per year.
Russia accounts for 2% of Mercedes’s sales, according to an estimate from
Bloomberg Intelligence. The company declined immediate comment.
Mercedes’s Russian subsidiaries also have liabilities to banks of about 1 billion euros,
and the company said it has issued guarantees for the debt.
German firms have suffered expropriations from foreign governments in the past, a
factor some economic historians have cited for the country’s unwillingness to invest
money from its large current account surplus overseas.
After the U.S. entered the first world war, its government seized the U.S. operations of
Germany’s Merck KGaA, leading to the establishment of Merck & Co, now a wholly
separate pharmaceutical company.

